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GET AHEAD OF  
THE GAME WITH 
CAREER DEGREES

We’ve designed our Career Degrees 
to focus on preparing graduates 
for employment in their chosen 
sector or industry by supporting 
the development of both academic 
knowledge and vocational skills.

Our classes are smaller which  
means our students can receive  
more one-to-one time with their  
tutors, as well as engaging debates  
and collaborative working with  
fellow students. 

With our condensed timetables, 
students may choose to work while 
studying, look after family or enjoy a 
better study-life balance.

A bursary of £500 for full-time 
students and £250 for part-time 
students per year of study is also 
available for students undertaking a 
Career Degree. This can be spent on 
additional industry qualifications, 
professional accreditation, conferences, 
events or employer-led activities - 
helping to put our students ahead of 
the game after graduation.

A highly competitive job 
market across most sectors  
can make securing graduate 
roles challenging.

That’s why we’ve developed Career 
Degrees, to give our students the 
opportunity to get ahead of the 
competition at interview and help them 
secure the career of their dreams.

WHY STUDY A DEGREE  
AT LINCOLN COLLEGE? 
There are many reasons our  
students chose to study with us, 
whether it is continuing from  
further education or coming back  
to study after a career change.
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AMAZING SPORTS & 
LEISURE FACILITIES

Our Lincoln Campus has its own  
leisure complex with a purpose-built 
gym, physical performance lab,  
outdoor gym, basketball courts  
and five-aside football pitches.
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Our students can pamper themselves 
with a dip in our spa pool and steam 
rooms or enjoy a full range of beauty 
therapies and massages. 

The Lincoln College campus has 
two refectories and Costa coffee 
concessions offering a range of  
healthy and fast-food options.

For something a little different, 
students can enjoy a meal at  
Sessions Restaurant – a high-end  
eatery staffed by our College chefs  
and catering students. All of these 
facilities are available at heavily 
discounted student rates.
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Our Higher Education Study Centre 
offers students a study zone in modern 
and comfortable surroundings.

Our modern library facilities  
offer light, calm, working 
environments with access to  
a fantastic range of online and  
offline study tools, including  
an extensive range of journals.

GREAT STUDY 
ENVIRONMENTS
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Lincoln offers a great mix of wonderful 
gothic architecture, quaint cobbled 
streets and modern city living.

The ‘Uphill’ historic quarter is home to 
the world-famous Lincoln Cathedral and 
Lincoln Castle, which holds an original 
1215 Magna Carta – something people 
travel from all over the world to see.

Cushioned with boutique shops, 
restaurants and traditional pubs –  
it’s a global tourist destination.

The south of the city is packed with 
high street shops, great places to eat  
and buzzing bars, clubs, restaurants 
and coffee shops.

Lincoln is a green city with a relaxed 
ambiance. It has low crime rates and a 
diverse and accepting local community.

There are plenty of live-music  
venues and open mic sessions,  
a growing LGBT scene and a strong 
alternative culture following. 

Lincoln is now the home of the 
international Steampunk movement 
and once a year the city is awash 
with a celebration of Sci-fi Victoriana 
as the Punks meet for their annual 
convention.

The City has excellent transport links 
and is just an hour from Nottingham 
and the East Coast.

Our campus sits in the heart of the 
beautiful, vibrant and culturally 
diverse City of Lincoln.

LIVING IN 
LINCOLN
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After carrying out the  
initial research, visit the  
UCAS website to apply at: 
www.ucas.com

It will ask for our UCAS 
institution code when filling  
the form in. Please use: L42

Details of the course codes  
can be found on the individual 
course pages. 

FULL-TIME
Part-time courses can be  
applied directly through the 
College via our website:  
www.lincolncollege.ac.uk

Or call: 030 030 32435 

PART-TIME
We know choosing a place to study 
a degree is a big commitment and 
a significant investment and we 
would advise students to visit any 
institution to take a look around 
and chat to tutors before applying.

See our website for Open Day dates.

Or call us to arrange a one-to-one 
campus tour, meet our students 
and tutors and check out our 
community.

OPEN DAYS

All our courses are listed on our 
website, which provides links to  
UCAS to submit an application.

Firstly, visit our website: 
www.lincolncollege.ac.uk
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JARGON EXPLICATION

CertHE Certificate of Higher Education, Level 4.

DipHE Diploma of Higher Education, Level 5.

HNC Higher National Certificate, Level 4.

HND Higher National Diploma, Level 5.

FOUNDATION DEGREE
A two-year programme (if studied full-time) resulting in a Level 5 qualification on completion. Equal 
to the first two years of a three-year Bachelor’s degree course, it is possible to then progress to a linked 
degree course on completion, with the award of a full honours degree after a further year of study.

TOP-UP DEGREE Top-up degrees are for HND or Foundation degree holders in relevant subjects to progress to  
a full honours degree.

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE
A student undertaking a first degree, usually a BA (Bachelor of Arts) for a degree in the arts and BSc 
(Bachelor of Science) for a degree in the sciences. Students are referred to as graduates when they have 
completed their degree.

POSTGRADUATE DEGREE A qualification that is undertaken after the completion of an undergraduate degree. A postgraduate 
degree can take the form of a Master’s (MSc) degree, a PhD or an industry-specific qualification.

Higher education terminology can sometimes be difficult to 
understand. There can be a lot of jargon, so we hope this quick  
guide will help to explain some of the language and phrases involved.

JARGON EXPLICATION

ACADEMIC YEAR This is the teaching year which begins in September and ends the following summer.

MATURE STUDENT Students in education over the age of 21.

VALIDATED BY The institution that awards the qualification.

ACCREDITED BY The assessment board that fosters and monitors high quality educational and professional standards.

UCAS Universities and Colleges Admissions Service for the UK. UCAS is the organisation  
that centrally administers the undergraduate application process.

NSS
The National Student Survey (NSS) gathers opinions from students about their time in higher 
education, asking them to provide honest feedback on what it has been like to study on their  
course at their institution.

TUITION FEE LOAN A tuition fee loan to cover the cost of tuition fees.

MAINTENANCE LOAN
The main source of help for students towards living costs is the student loan. The Government provides 
these low interest loans. Graduates do not need to begin repayment of loans until they have reached a 
specific level of income.

STUDENT LOANS 
COMPANY

The Student Loans Company (SLC) is a non-profit making government-owned organisation that 
administers loans and grants to students in universities and colleges in the UK.
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A LEVELS AS LEVELS EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION

A Levels UCAS Points AS Levels UCAS Points EPQ UCAS Points

A* 56 A 20 A* 28

A 48 B 16 A 24

B 40 C 12 B 20

C 32 D 10 C 16

D 24 E 6 D 12

E 16 — — E 8

BTEC GRADES BTEC GRADES BTEC GRADES BTEC GRADES

Extended 
Diploma

UCAS 
Points Diploma UCAS 

Points
Foundation 

Diploma
UCAS 
Points

Extended 
Certificate

UCAS 
Points

D*D*D* 168 D*D* 112 D* 84 D* 56

D*D*D 160 D*D 104 D 72 D 48

D*DD 152 DD 96 M 48 M 32

DDD 144 DM 80 P 24 P 16

DDM 128 MM 64 — — — —

DMM 112 MP 48 — — — —

MMM 96 PP 32 — — — —

MMP 80 — — — — — —

MPP 64 — — — — — —

PPP 48 — — — — — —

KEY P= Pass, M= Merit, D= Distinction, D*= Distinction Star

UCAS Tariff points translate qualifications  
and grades into a numerical value. Some 
universities and colleges use UCAS Tariff points 
in their course entry requirements, but this 
doesn’t mean they won’t consider qualifications 
that don’t appear on the Tariff – so make sure to 
check the course entry requirements carefully.
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22 Acupuncture
BSc (Hons)

24 Animal Management 
HNC

26 Business &  
Management 
BA (Hons)

30 Construction and The Built  
Environment (Civil Engineering)
HNC

32 Construction and the Built 
Environment (Civil Engineering)
HND

34 Construction and The Built  
Environment (Construction)
HNC

38 Complementary  
Healthcare & Wellbeing  
DipHE

40 Complementary  
Studies (Herbalism)
CertHE

42 Clinical  
Herbalism
BSc (Hons)

36
Construction and  
the Built Environment  
(Construction – Management)
HND

44 Commercial Photography 
& Digital Media
BA (Hons)

62 Lens Based Media 
(Top up) 
BA (Hons)

68 Mobile, Web, Virtualisation 
and Streaming Services  
DipHE

48 Computer Automation (Internet of 
Things and Assistive Technology)  
CertHE

46 Computer  
Science
BSc (Hons)

52 Electrical and  
Electronic Engineering
HNC

54 Electrical and  
Electronic Engineering
HND

56 Electrical Engineering (Control & 
Networking Connected Devices) 
BSc (Hons)

58 Electrical Engineering 
(Production Automation) 
BSc (Hons)

60 Electrical Engineering 
(Sustainable Energy) 
BSc (Hons)

64 Mechanical Engineering
HNC

66 Mechanical Engineering
HND

70 Musical Instrument Craft  
(Violin Making and Repair)
BA (Hons)

74 Musical Instrument Craft  
(Guitar Making and Repair)
BA (Hons)

76 Musical Instrument Craft  
(Woodwind Making & Repair)
BA (Hons)

80 Professional Policing
BA (Hons)

72 Musical Instrument Craft  
(Piano Tuning and Restoration)
BA (Hons)

82 Social  
Science
BA (Hons)

84 Social Science  
(Criminology and Law)
BA (Hons)

88 Sports Coaching, Development 
& Pedagogy (Top-Up) 
BSc (Hons)

90 Sports Therapy & 
Rehabilitation 
FdSc

92 Sports Therapy  
(Top-Up) 
BSc (Hons)

28 Certificate in Education, 
Training and Skills
CertEd

86 Sports Coaching,  
Education & Development
FdSc

78 Professional Graduate Diploma 
in Education, Training & Skills 
PGDE

50 Digital Learning Design  
CertHE

COURSE INDEX GET DOWN TO IT
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This exciting and innovative degree 
programme teaches acupuncture in 
a contemporary framework and fully 
encompasses the concept of ‘holism’. 

The course is designed to provide  
a comprehensive education and  
training in the principles and practice  
of acupuncture, the traditional way  
of understanding the nature of illness,  
and the disciplines of anatomy, 
physiology, pathology, diagnosis  
and psychology. 

It is integrative in approach, linking 
traditional Chinese medicine with 
modern science and holism.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Chinese Medicine Theory

 ▪ Meridian and Acupuncture Point

 ▪ Anatomy 

 ▪ Physiology for Health

 ▪ Professional Practice

 ▪ Chinese Medicine Diagnostics

 ▪ Acupressure Massage

 
TYPICAL OFFER:
 72 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The successful completion of  
BSc (Hons) Acupuncture can provide 
graduates with the qualifications to 
set up in professional practice as a 
professional acupuncture practitioner. 
There are also broader employment 
opportunities in the health and fitness 
industry and opportunities to progress 
to postgraduate study.

Validated by

Duration 
3 years full-time 
5 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  B340

Campus  
Lincoln

BSc (HONS) 
ACUPUNCTURE
This course is accredited by BAAB  
(British Acupuncture Accreditation Board).
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HNC ANIMAL  
MANAGEMENT

Validated by

The HNC in Animal Management 
provides a specialist work-related 
programme of study that covers the 
key knowledge, understanding and 
practical skills required in the animal 
management sector. 

This course has been designed for 
anyone interested in pursuing a 
career working with animals or in the 
equine industry. The qualification is 
designed to enable students to work 
within the industry at a supervisory or 
management level or enable access to 
further study.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE: 
 ▪ Animal Health and Welfare

 ▪  Business and the Business Environment

 ▪ Managing a Successful Project

 ▪ Animal Anatomy and Physiology

 ▪ Animal Husbandry

 ▪ Horse Husbandry

 ▪ Management of Exotic Animal Species

 ▪ Management of Equine Facilities

TYPICAL OFFER:
48 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Students may progress on to other 
higher education qualifications,  
such as relevant undergraduate 
Bachelor's degrees following 
achievement of their HNC/HND. 
Learners may also progress into 
employment within the animal 
management sector, for example 
as a Veterinary Nursing Assistant  
or Zookeeper.

Duration 
1 year full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  D328

Campus  
Lincoln



BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

This programme aims to encourage 
students to be independent and 
autonomous, with a reflective  
approach to personal and  
professional development. 

Vocational based assessments have 
been designed to develop students’ 
knowledge and understanding of the 
business and management principles 
that inform practice and behaviours  
in the workplace. 

As with all Career Degree programmes 
at Lincoln College, the annual bursary 
scheme can be used to ensure that 
students have access to a range of 

industry recognised qualifications  
that can be gained in addition to  
the main degree programme.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Marketing Principles

 ▪ Organisational Behaviour

 ▪ Economics and Ethics

 ▪ Managing Financial Resources

 ▪ Business Law

 ▪ Theory and Practice of Management

 ▪  Fundamental Research and 
Study Skills

TYPICAL OFFER: 
64 UCAS points from A Level, 
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates from this programme  
may pursue a wide range of careers 
within the business industries 
including roles such as project 
management, strategic development, 
accounting and finance, retail and 
sales, management and consultancy. 
Graduates may also continue their 
studies at postgraduate level.

The BA (Hons) Business and Management programme 
has been designed to prepare graduates for a career 
in the business and management industries with the 
capability to adapt and respond to the changing 
and diverse nature of the sector.

Validated by

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  N100

Campus  
Lincoln
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This programme aims to develop 
learners with the knowledge and 
understanding of the principles and 
practice of teaching, assessment 
and learning, and teachers’ wider 
professional engagement in  
the sector. There are three tailored 
pathways to follow, allowing students 
to specialise in areas relevant to their 
experience and career aspirations. 

TYPICAL OFFER: 
Minimum Level 3 qualification in the 
subject intended to teach. Maths and 
English at Level 2 (GCSE C/4 or above) 
or equivalent. Evidence of at least 100 
hours of teaching over the two-year 
programme in a recognised education or 
training setting; no fewer than 50 hours 
per year. Appropriate reference and 

Disclosure and Barring Services (DBS) 
check. An appropriate workplace mentor. 

Applicants wishing to undertake either 
of the specialist pathways (English or 
Mathematics) will need to demonstrate 
achievement at Level 3 or equivalent in 
the appropriate specialist subject. 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
On successful completion, graduates 
will be eligible to apply for Qualified 
Teacher Learning and Skills (QTLS) 
via the Society for Education and 
Training (ETF). Graduates will have 
the opportunity to develop the skills 
required to teach in the FE & Skills 
sector. Well qualified graduates can 
progress to teach in FE colleges, 
secondary schools (although only 

pupils post-14 until QTLS attained), 
sixth form colleges, academies, training 
providers, offender learning / prison 
education, or in the voluntary sector.

THE 3 PATHWAYS ARE:
 ▪  Education, Training & Skills

 ▪  Education, Training & Skills (English): 
following English specialist route 

 ▪  Education, Training & Skills 
(Mathematics): following mathematics 
specialist route

LEVEL 4 MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Learning, Teaching and Assessment in 

Education and Training (all pathways)

LEVEL 5 CORE MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Responsive Teaching in the Education 

and Training Sector (all pathways) 

 ▪  Curriculum and Professional 
Engagement in the Education and 
Training Sector (all pathways)

LEVEL 5 PATHWAYS ARE:
 ▪  Teaching a Specialist Subject  

in Education and Training

 ▪  Teaching a Specialist Subject in 
Education and Training - English

 ▪  Teaching a Specialist Subject in 
Education and Training - Mathematics 

CertED EDUCATION, 
TRAINING & SKILLS
This programme offers education and development to 
practising or aspiring teachers and trainers in the education, 
training and skills sector such as Further Education (FE) 
colleges, private sector training providers and the criminal 
justice system (offender learning/prison education). 

Duration 
2 years part-time 

Campus   
Lincoln

Validated by



Through both practical and theoretical 
sessions, students will have the 
opportunity to develop the hands-on 
skills that are essential for successful 
employment within the sector. 

Assignments are vocational in nature 
and students are encouraged to apply 
their knowledge in the most relevant 
way to their current employment or 
aspirational job role. 

A number of off-site visits are 
undertaken throughout the course  
to support the theoretical principles 
and practices delivered.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Construction Technology

 ▪ Science and Materials

 ▪  Construction Practice  
and Management 

 ▪  Construction Information  
(Drawing, Detailing, Specification)

 ▪  Surveying Measuring  
and Setting Out

 TYPICAL OFFER:
 48 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The HNC is a qualification which is 
widely recognised in its own right and 
provides students with the opportunity to 
develop skills required for employment 
in a range of associated professions. 
On successful completion of the course 
students may continue at the College 
and study the HND in Construction 
and the Built Environment - Civil 
Engineering programme. Students may 
also choose to top up to degree level at 
another institution.

This HNC programme has been designed to enhance 
students' knowledge and understanding in a range 
of subject areas specific to the industry.

Validated by
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Duration 
2 years part-time

Campus  
Lincoln

HNC CONSTRUCTION AND THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
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HND CONSTRUCTION AND THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

The HND in Construction and the  
Built Environment (Civil Engineering) 
is available as a two-year part-time 
Level 5 programme designed for 
students who have experience of,  
or work in, the civil engineering 
industry and have ambitions of 
working in this area from a professional, 
managerial, or technical capacity. 

The course builds on the knowledge 
and skills studied in the HNC 
and covers subjects such as: fluid 
mechanics and technology, modern 
methods of construction, highways, 
health and safety in construction, 
mathematics, structural analysis,  
and a group project.

Students have the opportunity to 
gain contemporary vocational skills 
including study, research, analysis, 
planning and organisational skills, as 
well as the responsibility for their own 
learning, ability to be flexible and to 
work co-operatively with others.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Contractual Procedures 

 and Procurement

 ▪ Project Management

 ▪  Advanced Civil Engineering

 ▪ Transportation

 ▪  Personal and Professional  
Development

 ▪ Research Project

TYPICAL OFFER: 
HNC qualification in Construction 
and the Built Environment (Civil 
Engineering). Please see our website  
for subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
HND qualifications are widely 
recognised in their own right and 
provide students with the opportunity 
to develop the skills required for 
employment in a range of civil 
engineering professions. On successful 
completion of the course students may 
top up to degree level at an alternative 
higher education institution.

Highly regarded by local employers, this vocational 
qualification offers students practical experience in the 
typical tasks and requirements of engineering professionals.

Validated by

Duration 
2 years part-time

Campus  
Lincoln



HNC CONSTRUCTION 
HNC CONSTRUCTION 
HNC CONSTRUCTION 
HNC CONSTRUCTION 
HNC CONSTRUCTION HNC CONSTRUCTION 
HNC CONSTRU
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HNC CONSTRUCTION AND THE BUILT  
ENVIRONMENT (CONSTRUCTION)

Designed with local employers to 
ensure industry relevance, the HNC  
in Construction introduces students  
to the underpinning mathematical, 
technical and scientific principles 
relevant to this sector. 

Through both practical and theoretical 
sessions, off-site visits and vocational 
assessments, students are supported by 
experienced and professional staff with 
industry expertise.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Construction Technology

 ▪ Science and Materials

 ▪  Construction Practice  
and Management

 ▪  Construction Information  
(Drawing, Detailing, Specification)

 ▪ Surveying Measuring and Setting Out

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The HNC is a qualification which is 
widely recognised in its own right and 
provides students with the opportunity to 
develop skills required for employment 
in a range of associated professions. 
On successful completion of the course 
students may continue at the College 
and study the HND in Construction and 
the Built Environment. Students may 
also choose to top up to degree level at 
another institution.

This programme has been designed to develop the 
knowledge, understanding and skills required for a 
successful career in the construction industry. 

Validated by
Duration 
2 years part-time

Campus  
Lincoln
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HND CONSTRUCTION AND  
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
(CONSTRUCTION–MANAGEMENT)

Validated by

The HND in Construction and the 
Built Environment (Construction – 
Management) is available as a two-year 
part-time Level 5 programme designed 
for students who have experience of,  
or work in, the construction industry 
and have ambitions of working in this 
area from a professional, managerial, 
or technical capacity. 

The course aims to build upon  
learners' skills in site management, 
contracts and management and 
Building Information Modelling  
(BIM), sustainability and the 
management of complex buildings.

Students have the opportunity to study 
key areas such as construction-based 
law, alternative modern methods 
of construction (AMC’s), site safety 
and in addition to site management 
techniques, they can also learn 
about contract procedures, project 
management and the construction  
risk assessment process.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Contracts and Management

 ▪ Project Management

 ▪ Maintenance and Operations

 ▪ Environmental Assessment

TYPICAL OFFER: 
HNC qualification in Construction  
and the Built Environment.  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
HND qualifications are widely 
recognised in their own right and 
provide students with the opportunity 
to develop the skills required for 
employment in a range of construction 
professions. On successful completion 
of the course students may top up to 
degree level at an alternative higher 
education institution.

This course is a vocational 
qualification that can 
help students to develop 
a good understanding of 
the leadership roles in 
management and execution 
of the construction process.

Duration 
2 years part-time

Campus  
Lincoln
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DipHE Complementary Healthcare  
and Wellbeing aims to provide 
learners wishing to undertake studies 
within complementary therapies 
with a deeper, broader, and enriched 
learning experience - supporting 
career development into this ever 
growing and expanding industry.

This course incorporates and links to 
the current healthcare and wellbeing 
initiatives, along with the growing 
developments and changes within 
the healthcare sector, NHS needs 
and patient choice whilst ensuring 
the skills, techniques and essential 
knowledge allow for both private and 
public sector career opportunities. 
Graduates may progress to working 
in corporate settings, the NHS, within 
specialist areas such as palliative 
care, midwifery, integrated healthcare 
practices and private clinics. 

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE: 
 ▪  Principles and Practices of 

Complementary Therapies

 ▪ Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology

 ▪  Interpersonal Skills and  
Professional Ethics

 ▪ Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology

 ▪ Clinical Practice

 ▪  Integrated Healthcare and  
Wellbeing Development

 ▪ Fundamental Research and Study Skills

 ▪ Business and Marketing

 ▪ Advanced Clinical Practice

 ▪  Complementary Therapies  
in Specialist Settings

 ▪ Research Project

 ▪ Nutrition as Therapy

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Assessments may include a 
combination of strategies from essays, 
written exams and practical formative 
and summative assessment. There 
may also be a requirement to collate a 
clinical portfolio made up of reflective 
practice, case study reports and 
formative assessment feedback that 
will support professional progression, 
ensuring that students cover a wide 
range of client objectives, types, and 
techniques. Students may progress 
into employment within a healthcare 
setting or onto a BSc degree course.

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points from BTEC National 
(Diploma or Extended Diploma) in a 
relevant subject. GCE A and AS Levels 
with at least one subject at A Level. 
Plus: GCSE English and Maths - Grade 
C/4 or above. Please see our website for 
subject-specific requirements.

DipHE COMPLEMENTARY 
HEALTHCARE & WELLBEING

Validated by

Duration 
2 years full-time 
4 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  B300

Campus  
Lincoln



HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
HERBAL THERAPEUTICS

The course provides a comprehensive 
foundation education and training in the 
principles and practice of clinical herbalism.

This incorporates the ‘energetic’ 
understanding of the cause of 
illness and the therapeutic actions 
of medicinal plants as well as the 
orthodox disciplines of Anatomy and 
Physiology. It is integrative in approach, 
linking traditional herbal medicine 
with modern science and holism. 

Our aim is to enable learners to 
progress to the full BSc (Hons) Clinical 
Herbalism degree to become a 
competent and confident practitioner 
of clinical herbalism.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Clinical Practice - Introductory 

Anatomy & Physiology for  
Herbal Medicine Introduction 
to Herbal Medicine Pharmacy 
& Community Practice History, 
Philosophy & Evidence

TYPICAL OFFER: 
72 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Successful completion of this  
Level 4 programme provides a  
natural progression to Level 5 of the 
BSc (Hons) Clinical Herbalism degree.

CertHE COMPLEMENTARY  
STUDIES (HERBALISM)

Validated by
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Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  B390

Campus  
Lincoln



BSc (HONS) 
CLINICAL HERBALISM 

The course provides a comprehensive 
education and training in the 
principles and practice of herbal 
medicine. This incorporates the 
‘energetic’ understanding of the 
cause of illness and the therapeutic 
actions of medicinal plants as well as 
the orthodox disciplines of Anatomy, 
Physiology, Pathophysiology and 
Nutrition. It is integrative in approach, 
linking traditional herbal medicine 
with modern science and holism.

Our teaching methods include a  rich 
mixture of theoretical study, reflection, 
the use of intuition and practical 
experience including professional 
practice in our on-site Complementary 
Medicine Clinic. Our aim is to ensure 
our graduates become competent 
and confident practitioners of herbal 
medicine.

TYPICAL OFFER: 
72 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Clinical Practice 

 ▪ Introduction to Herbal Medicine

 ▪  Anatomy & Physiology for  
Herbal Medicine

 ▪ Pharmacy & Community Practice

 ▪ History, Philosophy & Evidence

 ▪ Herbal Therapeutics

 ▪ Nutrition as Therapy

 ▪ Pathophysiology 

 ▪ Research Methods

 ▪ Advanced Herbal Therapeutics

 ▪ Preparation for Practice

 ▪  Independent Study 
(Individual research project)

 
PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The successful completion of  
BSc (Hons) Clinical Herbalism provides 
graduates with the qualifications 
that may enable them to set up in 
professional practice as an herbal 
medicine practitioner. There may also 
be broader employment opportunities 
in the health and manufacturing 
industries and opportunities to 
progress to postgraduate study.

Duration 
3 years full-time 
5 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  B342

Campus  
Lincoln
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The course is accredited by the EHTPA  
(the European Herbal and Traditional 
Practitioners Association). 

Validated by
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q

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
& DIGITAL MEDIA
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
& DIGITAL MEDIA
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
& DIGITAL

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  W640

Campus  
Christ's Hospital Terrace

BA (HONS) COMMERCIAL  
PHOTOGRAPHY & DIGITAL MEDIA
The course encourages the exploration 
of contemporary practice and includes 
critical and contextual modules. 
Traditional techniques and practices 
are investigated alongside digital 
practice and output. 

This is a visual communication 
course structured to provide a route 
into employment in creative media, 
photography and associated industries. 
Individual project briefs are designed 
to enable learners to achieve their full 
potential using technical and critical 
skills relevant to their specific pathways. 

The BA helps prepare learners for a 
career in the design industry, through 
the development of design skills, 
technical and professional expertise.

Year three is available as a stand-alone 
top-up for students who have already 
completed a relevant qualification at 
Level 5 eg. HND or Foundation Degree 
in Media Studies or Photography.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Historical and Contextual Studies

 ▪ Brand Identity and Design

 ▪ Digital Workshop Practice 

 ▪ Fashion Photography

 ▪ Advertising Imaging & Output 

 ▪ Final Major Project 

TYPICAL OFFER: 
72 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates from this programme 
could enter into a wide range of 
careers within the creative industries 
including roles such as film making 
and production, TV broadcasting and 
freelance photography. Graduates 
may also progress to further study at 
postgraduate level.

Validated by
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BSc (HONS) 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 

This qualification is designed to 
equip students with the knowledge, 
understanding and skills required 
to enhance their career potential in 
the computing and IT profession. 
The course is aimed mainly, but not 
exclusively, at those who have some 
computing experience. 

TYPICAL OFFER: 
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
On successful completion of this course, 
graduates may pursue a career within 
the computing and IT industry.  
Our aim is to provide graduates with  
the capability to adapt and respond to 
the changing and diverse nature of the 
sector. Graduates could also complete 
postgraduate courses at an alternative 
institution or pursue a teacher training 
qualification.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Computer Systems

 ▪ Introduction to Programming

 ▪  Programming and Software  
Quality Assurance

 ▪ Maths for Computing

 ▪  Client Side Web Development

 ▪ Professional Skills and Ethics

 ▪ Object Oriented Programming

 ▪  Server Side Web Development

 ▪ Database Principles and Technologies

 ▪ Network Systems

 ▪ HCI and User Interface Design 

 ▪ Group Project

 ▪ Computing Project (Dissertation)*

 ▪ Mobile Application Development

 ▪ Artificial Intelligence

 ▪ Cloud and Distributed Computing

 ▪ Employability and Entrepreneurship

The BSc in Computer Science provides learners with a 
gateway to employment within the computing industry; 
it is aimed at providing the fundamental skills for a 
broad range of roles.

Duration 
3 years full-time 
6 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  I100

Campus  
Lincoln

Validated by
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OMPUTER AUTOMATION
OMPUTER AUTOMATION
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The programme is designed to 
provide post further education 
learners, existing software developers 
and electronics engineers with the 
fundamental skills to work in an 
industry that combines software 
engineering, electronics engineering 
and networking skills to develop 
electronic control and monitoring 
devices for industrial and home 
environments.

TYPICAL OFFER: 
64 UCAS points from A Level, 
 BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
This programme has been designed to 
provide a route into employment within 
the industries of Computer Engineering 
and Electronics for aspiring computing 
or electronics students who want to 
upskill in the growing field of the 
Internet of Things and technologies  
that underpin it. Successfully 
completing the qualification may 
lead to job roles such as junior IoT 
software developer, junior IoT hardware 
developer, IoT infrastructure engineer 
or IoT solutions advisor.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Introduction to Programming

 ▪  Fundamentals of Data  
Acquisition Systems

 ▪ Networking and Software Security

 ▪ HCI and User Interface Design

 ▪ Analog and Digital Techniques

 ▪ Cloud Services and Security

The Level 4 Certificate of Higher Education in IoT 
technologies is the ideal introduction to the complex 
and exciting world of computer control and Internet 
of Things development.

CertHE COMPUTER AUTOMATION 
(INTERNET OF THINGS AND ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY)

Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42  

UCAS Course Code  I900

Campus   
Lincoln

Validated by
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Duration 
1 year full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  X990

Campus   
Lincoln

The CertHE Digital Learning Design 
offers the opportunity to learn and 
create engaging and effective online 
and blended delivery courses for use in 
schools, further and higher education 
sectors, within businesses, training 
organisations and by individual 
content authors. 

The programme contains modules  
of study providing discrete digital  
and planning skills that, when 
combined with the course project, 
allow the creation of a fully formed 
digital course. Assessment activities 
focus on producing tangible outputs 
that can be of significant practical 
value in real world education and 
training situations.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Coursework and project-style tasks 
may make up a large proportion of 
the assessments. Assessment tasks 
and learning outcomes will be also be 
mapped to evidence the progression 
from one module to the next, enabling 
students to track their own progress 
and development.

Completion of this Level 4 course will 
naturally complement and support 
a teacher’s further professional and 
academic development. Alongside 
opening opportunities to pursue 
professional specialisations within  
the field of digital learning design,  
the practical and theoretical skills  
that students have the opportunity  
to develop during this course will 
amply support them in any further 
Level 5 or above qualifications in 
education and teaching.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Digital Authoring

 ▪ 21st Century Learning Design Principals

 ▪ Principals of Online Pedagogy

 ▪ Project 

TYPICAL OFFER:
Currently in a teaching, assessing,  
or teaching-adjacent support role. 
Plus: GCSE English and GCSE  
Maths - Grade C/4 or above.  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

Validated by

CertHE DIGITAL 
LEARNING DESIGN
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Validated by

The programme is available at HNC 
with possible progression to HND.

This vocational qualification will 
offer students practical experience 
in the typical tasks and requirements 
of engineering professionals and the 
underpinning academic knowledge.

This course will complement their 
ability to find solutions to engineering 
problems using developed technology 
and apply skills to a broad range 
of industrial areas, such as design, 
development, manufacturing, testing, 
maintenance and operation of 
electrical or electronic equipment.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Engineering Design (Mandatory)

 ▪ Engineering Maths (Mandatory)

 ▪ Engineering Science (Mandatory)

 ▪  Managing a Professional Engineering 
Project (Mandatory)

 ▪  Electrical and Electronic  
Principles (Mandatory)

 ▪ Automation, PLCs and Robotics

 ▪ Digital Principles

 ▪ Mechatronics

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The HNC is a qualification which is 
widely recognised in its own right and 
provides students with the opportunity 
to develop the skills required for 
employment in a range of associated 
professions. On successful completion of 
the course students may continue at the 
College and study the HND in Electrical 
and Electronic Engineering. Students 
may also choose to top up to degree level 
at another institution.

This nationally recognised qualification is suitable for 
those currently working in the electrical/electronic 
engineering profession or those seeking employment. 

Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  H600

Campus   
Lincoln

HNC ELECTRICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

HND ELECTRICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

This nationally recognised  
qualification is suitable for those 
currently working in the electrical/
electronic engineering profession or 
those seeking employment. 

This vocational qualification will offer 
students practical experience in the 
typical business tasks and requirements 
of engineering professionals and the 
underpinning academic knowledge. 

Students ‘learn by doing’ helping 
complement their ability to find 
solutions to a range of engineering 
problems using developed technology.

This means that they’ll be able to  
apply their skills to a broad range 
of industrial areas, such as design, 

development, manufacturing, testing, 
maintenance and operation of electrical 
or electronic equipment.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Research Project (Double Module)

 ▪  Professional Engineering  
Management (Mandatory)

 ▪ Further Mathematics (Mandatory)

 ▪  Industrial Power Electronics  
and Storage (Mandatory)

 ▪ Industrial Systems (Mandatory)

 ▪ Analogue Electronic Systems

 ▪  Further Electrical, Electronic  
and Digital Principles

TYPICAL OFFER: 
Entry directly on to the HND requires 
completion of the HNC (Regulated 
Qualifications Framework). 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The HND is a qualification which is 
widely recognised in its own right and 
provides students with the opportunity 
to develop the skills required for 
employment in a range of associated 
professions within electrical and 
electronic engineering. Students may 
also choose to top up to degree level at 
another institution.

The course has been designed to meet a broad range 
of local industry needs following close consultation  
with employers.

Validated by

Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  006H

Campus   
Lincoln
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BSc (HONS) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
(CONTROL AND NETWORK CONNECTED DEVICES)
This qualification is delivered as part 
of Lincoln College’s involvement in the 
Lincolnshire Institute of Technology 
(IOT). The Lincolnshire IOT has 
invested heavily in sector specific 
equipment and software in order for 
this course to provide students with 
high level applied skills relevant to 
the emerging sector of Control and 
Network Connected Devices. 

TYPICAL OFFER: 
80 UCAS points from AS / A Levels,  
with at least one subject at A Level or 
Extend Diploma in a relevant subject. 
Other combinations of qualifications 
will be considered on a case by case 
basis. Please see our website for 
subject-specific requirements.

YEAR 1
 ▪ Electrical and Mechanical Principles

 ▪ Maths for Engineers

 ▪ Analogue and Digital

 ▪ Data Acquisition

 ▪ Professional Skills and Workshop

 ▪ 4 x Computing Modules

YEAR 2
 ▪ Control Engineering

 ▪ Engineering Design Project

 ▪ Power Electronics

 ▪ Industrial Networking

 ▪ 2 x Computing Modules

YEAR 3
 ▪ Project Dissertation

 ▪  Personal Development  
and Employability

 ▪ Robotics and Mechatronics

 ▪  Manufacturing Management  
and Quality

 ▪ Production Integration

 ▪ 2 x Computing Modules 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates may progress into 
employment or postgraduate study.

Validated by

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  6H90

Campus   
Lincoln
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Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  096H

Campus   
Lincoln

BSc (HONS)ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
(PRODUCTION AUTOMATION)
This qualification is delivered as part 
of Lincoln College’s involvement in the 
Lincolnshire Institute of Technology 
(IOT). The Lincolnshire IOT has 
invested heavily in sector specific 
equipment and software in order for 
this course to provide students with 
high level applied skills relevant to 
the rapidly developing Production 
Automation sector.

TYPICAL OFFER:
80 UCAS points from A Levels, 
including Maths and Physics or Extend 
Diploma in an Engineering discipline, 
including Further Mathematics 
for Engineers. Other combinations 
of qualifications will be considered 
on a case by case basis. Please see 
our website for subject-specific 
requirements.

YEAR 1
 ▪ Electrical and Mechanical Principles

 ▪ Maths for Engineers

 ▪ Analogue and Digital

 ▪ Data Acquisition

 ▪ Professional Skills and Workshop

 ▪ Production and Automation

YEAR 2
 ▪ Control Engineering

 ▪ Engineering Design Project

 ▪ Power Electronics

 ▪ Industrial Networking

 ▪ Automation

 ▪ Rapid Prototyping

YEAR 3
 ▪ Project Dissertation

 ▪  Personal Development and Employability

 ▪ Robotics and Mechatronics

 ▪  Manufacturing Management  
and Quality

 ▪ Production Integration

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates may progress into 
employment or postgraduate study.

Validated by
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This qualification is delivered as part 
of Lincoln College’s involvement in the 
Lincolnshire Institute of Technology 
(IOT). The Lincolnshire IOT has 
invested heavily in sector specific 
equipment and software in order for 
this course to provide students with 
high level applied skills relevant to the 
diverse Sustainable Energy sector.

TYPICAL OFFER:
80 UCAS points from A Levels, 
including Maths and Physics or Extend 
Diploma in an Engineering discipline, 
including Further Mathematics for 
Engineers. Other combinations of 
qualifications will be considered 
on a case by case basis. Please see 
our website for subject-specific 
requirements.

YEAR 1
 ▪ Electrical and Mechanical Principles

 ▪ Maths for Engineers

 ▪ Analogue and Digital

 ▪ Data Acquisition

 ▪ Professional Skills and Workshop

 ▪ Conventional Energy

YEAR 2
 ▪ Control Engineering

 ▪ Engineering Design Project

 ▪ Power Electronics

 ▪ Industrial Networking

 ▪ Renewable Energy

 ▪ Electrical Distribution and Utilisation

YEAR 3
 ▪ Project Dissertation

 ▪  Personal Development  
and Employability

 ▪ Robotics and Mechatronics

 ▪ Energy Storage and Conversion

 ▪ Electrical Power in Transportation

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates may progress into 
employment or postgraduate study.

Validated by

BSc (HONS)ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
(SUSTAINABLE ENERGY)

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  H690

Campus   
Lincoln



Duration 
1 year full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  W641

Campus  
Christ's Hospital Terrace
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The BA (Hons) course emphasises the 
creative use of Lens-Based Media across  
a wide range of subject areas. 

BA (HONS)  
LENS BASED MEDIA (TOP-UP)

The course encourages the exploration 
of contemporary practice and includes 
critical and contextual modules. 
Traditional techniques and practices 
are investigated alongside digital 
practice and output.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Historical and Contextual Studies 2

 ▪ Marketing an Arts Business

 ▪ Final Major Project Preparation

 ▪ Business Practice

 ▪ Final Major Project Reflective Evaluation

 ▪ Final Major Project

TYPICAL OFFER: 
120 credits from Level 5 study  
in a subject-related discipline  
(eg. HND or Foundation Degree). 
Please see our website for subject-
specific requirements. 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
On successful completion of  
Lens-Based Media, graduates 
may pursue a career within the 
photography industry. Graduates 
could also complete postgraduate 
courses at an alternative institution or 
pursue a teacher training qualification.

Validated by
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Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  003H

Campus   
Lincoln

HNC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The HNC is an eight unit  
qualification which involves studying 
three mandatory core subjects and  
a further five specialist subjects. 

The units have been chosen to  
meet a broad range of local industry 
needs following close consultation  
with employers. 

The course provides high quality 
industry related training for those 
who wish to pursue a career in the 
engineering sector. 

Assessments are mainly by  
assignment with some testing  
in the analytical subjects.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Engineering Design (Mandatory)

 ▪ Engineering Maths (Mandatory)

 ▪ Engineering Science (Mandatory)

 ▪  Managing a Professional  
Engineering Project (Mandatory)

 ▪  Fundamentals of Thermodynamics  
and Heat Engines

 ▪ Mechanical Principles (Specialist)

 ▪ Quality and Process Improvement

 ▪ Materials

 
TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The HNC is a qualification which is 
widely recognised in its own right and 
provides students with the opportunity 
to develop the skills required for 
employment in a range of associated 
professions. On successful completion 
of the course students may continue 
at the College and study the HND in 
Mechanical Engineering. Students may 
also choose to top-up to degree level at 
another institution.

Students who study the HNC Mechanical Engineering 
have the option to progress to the HND. 

Validated by
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HND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The course provides high quality 
industry related training for those 
who wish to pursue a career in the 
engineering sector. 

Assessments are mainly by assignment 
with some testing in the analytical 
subjects and students are encouraged 
to relate assignment work to their 
individual employment or sector as 
much as possible. 

As with all Career Degree programmes 
at Lincoln College, the annual bursary 
scheme can be used to ensure that 
students have access to a range of 
industry recognised qualifications that 
can be gained in addition to the main 
HND programme.

TYPICAL OFFER: 
HNC in Mechanical Engineering.  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
HND qualifications are widely recognised 
in their own right and provides students 
with the opportunity to develop the skills 
required for employment in a range of 
mechanical engineering professions. 
On successful completion of the course 
students may top-up to degree level at an 
alternative higher education institution.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Research Project

 ▪  Professional Engineering Management

 ▪ Advanced Mechanical Principles 

 ▪ Virtual Engineering 

 ▪ Further Mathematics 

 ▪ Lean Manufacturing

 ▪ Thermofluids

The units have been chosen to meet a broad range 
of local industry needs following close consultation  
with employers. 

Validated by

Duration 
1 year full-time 
2 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  H300

Campus   
Lincoln
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Duration 
2 years full-time 
4 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  I160

Campus   
Lincoln

DipHE MOBILE, WEB, 
VIRTUALISATION AND 
STREAMING SERVICES
The Level 5 Diploma of Higher 
Education in Mobile, Web, Virtualisation 
and Streaming Services is the ideal 
introduction to the complex and 
exciting world of online, mobile and 
virtual reality development. The course 
is designed to provide post further 
education learners and existing software 
developers, electronics engineers and 
electronic media developers with the 
fundamental skills to work in industries 
that combine software, web, mobile 
and virtual reality skills to develop new 
and innovative interactive solutions 
for a wide range of industries and 
applications.  

TYPICAL OFFER: 
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements. 

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Introduction to Programming

 ▪ HCI and User Interface Design

 ▪ Web Development

 ▪ VR Development Principles

 ▪  Fundamentals of Network and 
Software Security

 ▪  Responsive Web Development and 
Streaming Technologies

 ▪ VR Development

 ▪ Mobile Applications Development

 ▪ Server-Side Development PHP

 ▪ Mobile and AR development

 ▪ Database Principles and Technologies

 ▪ Individual Digital Solutions Project

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The assessment strategy will include 
some examinations in each academic 
year to assess knowledge and 
application outcomes. Coursework, 
software artefacts and project-style 
tasks will make up a large proportion 
of the assessments with a variety of 
communication tools incorporated such 
as individual and group presentations, 
essays, case studies, reports, and 
websites. Successfully completing the 
Diploma would open opportunities in 
a broad range of professions who need 
specialists in mobile, web and virtual 
technologies alongside the traditional 
career paths of Mobile Applications 
Developer, Web Developer, Software 
Engineer, Games Developer and Virtual 
Reality Developer.

Validated by
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
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The BA (Hons) Musical Instrument Craft 
(Violin Making and Repair) is designed 
to give students the opportunity to learn 
professional techniques for the repair 
and restoration of stringed instruments 
covering the main requirements of the 
violin trade, including bow repair. All 
of these skills are as much in demand 
today as they were 300 or 400 years ago.

The success of the course lies in its 
combination of enthusiastic and 
experienced tutors, comprehensive 
course materials and practical 
demonstrations complimented by 
ample workshop time. 

The emphasis is on allowing the  
student to gain as much practical 
experience as possible.

The School of Violin Making and 
Restoration has strong links with the 
international violin trade. Experts in  
the field act as advisors to the course 
as well as visiting to give lectures. 
Graduates can be found in many of the 
top workshops around the world as 
makers and restorers of the violin,  
viola and cello.

Situated in its own building in the  
centre of historic Newark on Trent, 

the School is itself an international 
community with many social and 
cultural opportunities.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Anatomy and Design

 ▪ Basic Techniques

 ▪ Workshop Practice

 ▪ Making Specialist Tools 1

 ▪ Historical and Contextual Studies

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points in a relevant subject. 
GCSE English and Maths at Grade C/4 
or above. Applicants are required 
to attend an interview. We consider 
experience and practical skills in lieu 
of A Levels/BTECs.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Following completion of this 
programme students may wish  
to pursue further academic study  
in music or seek employment or  
self-employment in the industry. 

The School of Violin Making and Restoration is recognised 
world-wide as a centre of excellence. Graduates can be 
found in many of the top workshops around the world as 
makers and restorers of the violin, viola and cello.

BA (HONS) MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT CRAFT  
(VIOLIN MAKING AND REPAIR)

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  J950

Campus   
Newark

Validated by
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BA (HONS) MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT CRAFT  
(PIANO TUNING AND RESTORATION)

Designed for those who wish to work 
in the piano industry as a tuner and/
or technician, the BA (Hons) Musical 
Instrument Craft (Piano Tuning and 
Restoration) is the only programme of 
its kind in the UK. The course aims to 
prepare learners with the skills needed 
to join the piano trade.

The Newark Piano School at Newark 
College is situated in a specialist 
building close to the main College 
campus, giving easy access to College 
facilities and the town centre.

The Newark Piano School is recognised as 
the UK centre of excellence for piano tuning, 
restoration and repair.

The School’s modern, well-appointed 
facilities boast 16 individual tuning 
rooms containing more than fifty pianos 
- which are used exclusively for piano 
tuning practice.

The dedicated workshops are fitted 
with tailored workbenches and 
storage facilities and are fully health 
and safety and COSHH compliant. 
Large stocks of trade specific tools, 
materials and parts are available along 
with numerous and varied types of 
upright and grand pianos. Together, 
this ensures that students have 
the opportunity to gain a wealth of 
practical experience of all aspects of 
piano tuning, restoration and repair.

Learners can also benefit from the 
School’s strong links with industry -  
a regular feature of which is visiting 
speakers from trade organisations  
and suppliers.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Anatomy and Design

 ▪ Basic Techniques

 ▪ Workshop Practice

 ▪ Making Specialist Tools 1

 ▪ Historical and Contextual Studies

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points in a relevant subject. 
GCSE English and Maths at Grade C/4 
or above. Applicants are required 
to attend an interview. We consider 
experience and practical skills in lieu 
of A Levels/BTECs.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Following completion of this 
programme students may wish  
to pursue further academic study  
in music or seek employment or  
self-employment in the industry.

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  J951

Campus   
NewarkValidated by
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Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  J952

Campus   
Newark

BA (HONS) MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT CRAFT  
(GUITAR MAKING AND REPAIR) 

The course teaches the craft of making 
classical and steel stringed guitars 
and aims to equip students with the 
knowledge and practical skills that  
will enable them to be guitar makers  
in their own right.

The programme consists of three years 
and by the end students will have the 
opportunity to build a minimum of 
three guitars of contrasting designs.

The tutors work as experienced 
professional guitar makers who teach 
part-time and are able to bring their 
considerable skills and experience as 
well as their understanding of current 

The BA (Hons) Musical Instrument Craft  
(Guitar Making and Repair) is a highly specialised, 
practical, programme that was established in 1984 and  
is situated at the heart of the Newark College campus.

business practice and construction 
techniques to the course.

The course has close links with players 
and other makers who visit to lead special 
workshops and discussions, as well as 
providing students with valuable feedback 
and comments about their work.

Visitors have included internationally 
renowned musicians: John Williams, 
John Etheridge, Clive Carroll, Paul 
Gregory, Steve Hicks, Mark Ashford and 
Pierre Bensusan. Visiting guitar makers 
have included Paul Fischer, Gary 
Southwell, Peter Barton, David Reid, 
Stephen Sedgewick and N.K. Forster.

We have strong links with many 
luthiers across Europe and have 
collaborated with guitar makers 
from Finland, Belgium, Italy, Spain 
and France as part of the Leonardo 
Guitar Research Project. Although 
the research into non-tropical is 
now complete, the connections and 
approaches continue to influence the 
way our students make their guitars.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Anatomy and Design

 ▪ Basic Techniques

 ▪ Workshop Practice

 ▪ Making Specialist Tools 1

 ▪ Historical and Contextual Studies

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points in a relevant subject. 
GCSE English and Maths at Grade C/4 
or above. Applicants are required 
to attend an interview. We consider 
experience and practical skills in lieu 
of A Levels/BTECs.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Following completion of this 
programme students may wish  
to pursue further academic study  
in music or seek employment or  
self-employment in the industry.

Validated by
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BA (HONS) MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT CRAFT  
(WOODWIND MAKING AND REPAIR) 

The programme aims to introduce 
the precise skills needed to repair a 
whole range of woodwind instruments. 
Practical skills are taught in our  
well-equipped workshop.

The course has a making component 
which has traditionally focused on 
the manufacture of a Boehm system 
clarinet, in more recent years we have 
diversified and students have also 
made oboes, flutes, bassoons and even 
soprano saxophones all from basic  
raw materials. The work on these 
projects starts in the second year  

and culminates in the third year with 
the student's final major project.

The programme is housed on the 
Newark campus, providing easy access 
to computer facilities, specialist books 
and other College amenities.

The programme has excellent 
links with industry. Companies 
regularly contact the College to 
offer employment opportunities. 
Previous graduates have gone on to 
work for a wide range of instrument 
manufacturers and repairers.  

Many have also started their own 
successful businesses, and in turn 
provide employment for other students 
as they graduate.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Anatomy and Design

 ▪ Basic Techniques

 ▪ Workshop Practice

 ▪ Making Specialist Tools 1

 ▪ Historical and Contextual Studies

TYPICAL OFFER: 
48 UCAS points in a relevant subject. 
GCSE English and Maths at Grade C/4 
or above. Applicants are required 
to attend an interview. We consider 
experience and practical skills in lieu 
of A Levels/BTECs.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Following completion of this 
programme students may wish  
to pursue further academic study  
in music or seek employment or  
self-employment in the industry.

The BA (Hons) Musical Instrument Craft 
(Woodwind Making and Repair) programme is 
designed to help produce skilled craftspeople who 
are able to repair a whole range of instruments in the 
woodwind family, from piccolo to saxophone. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFT

Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  J953

Campus   
Newark

Validated by
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EDUCATION TRAINING
EDUCATION TRAINING
EDUCATION TRAINING
EDUCATION TRAINING
EDUCATION TRAINING
EDUCATION TRAINI

This programme offers education and development to practising or 
aspiring teachers and trainers in the education, training and skills sector 
such as Further Education (FE) colleges, private sector training providers 
and the criminal justice system (offender learning / prison education). 

The programme aims to develop 
learners with the knowledge and 
understanding of the principles and 
practice of teaching, assessment 
and learning, and teachers’ wider 
professional engagement in the sector. 
There are three tailored pathways for 
graduates to follow, allowing students 
to specialise in areas relevant to their 
experience and career aspirations. 

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Core Modules Learning

 ▪  Teaching and Assessment in  
Education and Training 

 ▪  Responsive Teaching in the  
Education and Training Sector

 ▪  Curriculum and Professional 
Engagement in the Education  
and Training Sector

TYPICAL OFFER: 
Minimum Level 3 qualification in the 
subject intended to teach. Bachelor’s 
Degree / first degree (or equivalent).
Maths and English at Level 2 (GCSE C 
or above) or equivalent. Evidence of at 
least 100 hours of teaching over the 
two-year programme in a recognised 
education or training setting; no fewer 
than 50 hours per year. Appropriate 
reference and Disclosure and Barring 
Services (DBS) check. An appropriate 
workplace mentor. 

Applicants wishing to undertake either 
of the specialist pathways (English or 
Mathematics) will need to demonstrate 
achievement at Level 3 or equivalent in 
the appropriate specialist subject. 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
On successful completion of this 
programme, graduates will be eligible 
to apply for Qualified Teacher Learning 
and Skills (QTLS) via the Society 
for Education and Training (ETF). 
Graduates will have the opportunity 
to develop the skills required to 
teach in the FE & Skills sector. Well 
qualified graduates can progress to 
teach in FE colleges, secondary schools 
(although only pupils post-14 until 
QTLS attained), sixth form colleges, 
academies, training providers, offender 
learning / prison education, or in the 
voluntary sector.

PGDE EDUCATION, 
TRAINING & SKILLS

Duration 
2 years part-time 

Campus   
Lincoln Validated by
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Duration 
3 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  P100

Campus   
Lincoln

YEAR 1:
 ▪  Understanding The Police Constable Role

 ▪ Policing Communities

 ▪  Research Methods and Academic  
Skills for Policing

 ▪ Police Procedure and Evidence

 ▪ Criminal Justice

 ▪ Criminology and Crime Prevention

 
YEAR 2:

 ▪  Criminal Investigation 

 ▪ Information and Intelligence

 ▪ Policing the Roads

 ▪ Police Response and Major Incidents

 ▪  Police Accountability,  
Decision-making and Discretion

 ▪  Police Problem-solving Models & Theories

 
YEAR 3:

 ▪  Serious and Organised Crime

 ▪  Policing Mental Health,  
Vulnerability Risk Policing Abuse

 ▪   Public Protection Research  
Project (Dissertation) 

 ▪  *Plus one optional specialism  
module from: *Domestic Abuse, 
*Psychopathy, *Murder: Dynamics, 
Pathologies & Investigation or * 
Populism, Extremism & Violence

BA (HONS)
PROFESSIONAL POLICING 

This programme is designed to  
prepare students for the fast-moving 
world of policing by following a 
curriculum written and licensed  
by the College of Policing.

Studying on our BA (Hons) 
Professional Policing programme 
allows learners the opportunity to 
study a wide range of theoretical 
and legislative subjects and gain the 
knowledge required for a rewarding 
career in the police service.

TYPICAL OFFER:
120 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications.  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements. 

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The programme aims for graduates 
to be equipped with an in-depth 
understanding of the role of a police 
officer today, including a thorough 
grasp of criminal justice systems 
and the powers and laws used by the 
police throughout England and Wales. 
Graduates with a highly regarded and 
valuable qualification may progress 
to careers in policing. Please note that 
completion of this degree does not 
guarantee employment as a police 
officer or police staff.

A career in policing demands skill, responsibility, 
leadership, initiative and a genuine desire to make  
a difference to society. 

Validated by
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Duration 
3 years full-time 
6 years part-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  L301

Campus   
Lincoln

It is drawn from current contemporary 
and topical debates with an application 
and practicality that is inspired by 
traditional and modern architects  
of social theory and practice alike.  
The programme provides critical 
insight into everything from crime  
and punishment through to 
globalisation and human rights. 

It takes core and sometimes difficult 
questions of human existence and 
attempts to lay bare their social, 
political, psychological and economic 
components. The course becomes 
increasingly demanding in its 
content and complexity as the 
programme progresses.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ The Criminal Gaze

 ▪ Introduction to Social Policy

 ▪  Key Concepts in Social Research

 ▪  Introduction to Law and the Criminal 
Justice System

 ▪  An Introduction to the British 
Political System

TYPICAL OFFER:
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates have the opportunity to 
develop a strong set of practical  skills  
for pursuing careers in a range of sectors. 
For example, Prison and Probation 
Services, Local Government and  
Police Authorities.

After successful completion of  
BA (Hons) Social Science students  
may also progress to postgraduate  
study or research.

Social Science is about trying to make sense of everyday life; it provides  
the opportunity to analyse a range of social problems, sorting the possible 
solutions from an often bewildering range of alternatives. 

BA (HONS) 
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Validated by
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BA (HONS)SOCIAL SCIENCE 
(CRIMINOLOGY AND LAW)
BA (Hons) Social Science  
(Criminology and Law) is an 
interesting and unique programme 
in its combination of discrete choices 
of social-scientific enquiry which is 
integrated into the programme with 
a number of distinctive routes, that 
examines everything from crime and 
punishment through to human rights 
and politics - preparing graduates for 
a range of careers including welfare 
services, local government and the 
probation service.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ The Criminal Gaze

 ▪ Introduction to Social Policy

 ▪  Key Concepts in Social Research

 ▪  Introduction to Law and the  
Criminal Justice System

 ▪ Introduction to Psychology

 ▪ Policing Society

TYPICAL OFFER:
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates will have the opportunity 
to develop a strong set of practical 
skills for pursuing careers in a range 
of sectors. For example, Prison and 
Probation Services, Local Government 
and Police Authorities. 

After successful completion of BA 
(Hons) Social Science (Criminology 
and Law) students may progress to 
postgraduate study or research.

Validated by

Duration 
3 years full-time 
 
UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  L302

Campus   
Lincoln
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Alongside the vocational elements of 
the programme, students also study a 
range of underpinning theories that 
facilitate their development.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Fundamentals of Sports Coaching

 ▪  Understanding Learning for  
Teaching and Coaching

 ▪ Developing Physical Literacy

 ▪  School Sport and Physical  
Education: Primary

 ▪  School Sport and Physical  
Education: Secondary

 ▪ Sport Development Principles

 ▪  Introduction to Teaching Practice

*Subject to revalidation

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The course is designed to prepare  
and aid learners for a career in the 
sports coaching, teaching and  
sports development industries.  
Previous learners have attained 
employment within these fields 
on completion of their Foundation 
Degree, whilst others have chosen to 
progress on to the BSc (Hons) Sport 
Coaching, Development and Pedagogy 
(Top-Up) at Lincoln College. 

The FdSc Sports Coaching, Education and Development programme is 
a highly vocational course that embeds the principles of work-based 
learning within all of the modules studied. 

FdSc SPORTS COACHING, 
EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Validated by

TYPICAL OFFER: 
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications.  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

Duration 
2 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  C654

Campus   
Lincoln
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Duration 
1 year full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  C610

Campus   
Lincoln

BSc (HONS) SPORTS 
COACHING, DEVELOPMENT 
& PEDAGOGY(TOP-UP)

The programme is designed to enable 
students who have already completed 
sub-degree (eg. HND or Foundation 
Degree) within this subject area to 
continue their studies on to Honours 
Degree level.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪  Sports Coaching Experience

 ▪ Community Sports Development

 ▪  Advanced Principles of  
Teaching Practice

*Subject to revalidation

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
The course is designed to prepare  
and aid learners for a career in the  
sports coaching, teaching and  
sports development industries.  
The students who achieve this  
BSc (Hons) programme may be eligible  
to continue to postgraduate level in  
a related field or to further their 
teaching ambitions by pursuing a 
teacher training qualification.

TYPICAL OFFER: 
120 credits from Level 5 study  
in a subject-related discipline  
(eg. HND or Foundation Degree).  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

The BSc (Hons) Sports Coaching, Development and Pedagogy 
programme aims to develop innovative sports coaches and 
teachers that are capable of operating expertly in a wide range of 
coaching and teaching environments, utilising critical reflection 
skills to ensure continuous development within their practice.

Validated by
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SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION
SPORTS THERAPY & REHABILITATION

FdSc SPORTS THERAPY  
& REHABILITATION

Validated by

This course provides learners with 
the opportunity to develop the 
skills required for a career in sports 
therapy. The FdSc Sports Therapy 
and Rehabilitation is a modularised 
programme that will involve 
participation in a work-based,  
on-site clinic and vocational learning 
activities, alongside the study of a 
range of underpinning theory related  
to Sports Therapy. 

Students can gain the transferable 
skills necessary to be effective at work, 
including communication, team 
work, problem solving, and the use of 
Information Technology. The theoretical 
and practical techniques meet the 
National Occupational Standards for 
Sports Therapy.

TOPICS TYPICALLY COVERED: 
 ▪ Anatomy and Exercise Physiology

 ▪ Sports Massage and Rehabilitation

 ▪ Clinical Practice

 ▪  Fundamental Research  
and Study Skills

 ▪ Essential Skills for Sports Therapy

*Subject to revalidation

TYPICAL OFFER:
64 UCAS points from A Level,  
BTEC or equivalent qualifications. 
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates of this course may apply  
for progression on to the BSc (Hons) 
Sports Therapy Top-Up at Lincoln 
College. On successful completion of 
FdSc, students may seek careers in a 
wide range of professions such as GP 
Referral coordination, sport therapy, 
health promotion or personal training.

Duration 
2 years full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  C630

Campus   
Lincoln



Duration 
1 year full-time

UCAS Institution Code  L42

UCAS Course Code  C6TU

Campus   
Lincoln

p

Throughout the programme students will 
work with our partner organisations to 
provide treatment and pitch-side support 
at a range of fixtures and events such as 
the Lincoln 10K. Students will also work 
alongside the FdSc Sports Therapy, Health 
and Fitness students in the on-site Sports 
Therapy Teaching Clinic. 

The programme is designed to enable 
students who have already completed 
a sub-degree (eg. HND or Foundation 
Degree) within this subject area to 
continue their studies on to Honours 
Degree level. 

As with all Career Degree programmes 
at Lincoln College, the annual bursary 
scheme can be used to ensure that 
students have access to a range of industry 
recognised qualifications that can be 
gained in addition to the main degree.

TYPICAL MODULES INCLUDE:
 ▪ Advanced Sports Therapy

 ▪  Interdisciplinary Principles  
of Sports Physiology

 ▪ Business Skills for Sport

 ▪ Injury Rehabilitation

*Subject to revalidation

TYPICAL OFFER: 
120 credits from Level 5 study  
in a subject-related discipline  
(eg. HND or Foundation Degree).  
Please see our website for  
subject-specific requirements.

PROGRESSION / CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 
Graduates of this programme could 
source employment within the 
following: local, regional and national 
sports teams or health and fitness 
centres as sports massage therapists, 
current sports therapy clinics, with 
professional athletes and/or teams, or 
sports therapy tutoring. Graduates could 
also work as a self-employed therapist or 
continue on to postgraduate study.

This BSc (Hons) top-up in Sports Therapy aims to prepare 
learners for a career as a sports therapist by developing 
practitioners who can work autonomously and use critical 
reflection to draw upon experiences and knowledge to 
facilitate the performance of effective practice.

Validated by

BSc (HONS) 
SPORTS THERAPY (TOP-UP)
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LEVELS QUALIFICATION ABBREVIATION

LEVEL 4 Higher National Certificate (HNC)

Certificate of Higher Education (CertHE)

LEVEL 5 Higher National Diploma (HND)

Foundation Degree (FdA, FdSc)

Diploma of Higher Education (DipHE)

LEVEL 6 Bachelor’s Degree (BA, BSc)

Bachelor’s Degree with Honours BA/BSc (Hons)

Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE)

LEVEL 7 Master’s Degree (MA, MSc, MBA)

Postgraduate Diploma (PGDip)

Postgraduate Certificate (PGCert)

LEVEL 8 Doctorate (PhD)

HIGHER EDUCATION 
QUALIFICATIONS
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